Beef Burger

History

How long has this type of burger been available?

Steps from Farm-to-Fork

How is it produced?

Provide a detailed step-by-step explanation!

Ingredients

What are the ingredients used to make this burger?

Benefits

What are the benefits of this burger?

Think of both the farm (environment and resources needed) and the consumer (nutrition)!

Challenges

What are the challenges or drawbacks to this burger?

Think of both the farm (environment and resources needed) and the consumer (nutrition)!
MorningStar Farms Veggie Burger

History

How long has this type of burger been available?

Steps from Farm-to-Fork

How is it produced?

Provide a detailed step-by-step explanation!

Benefits

What are the benefits of this burger?

Think of both the farm (environment and resources needed) and the consumer (nutrition)!

Challenges

What are the challenges or drawbacks to this burger?

Think of both the farm (environment and resources needed) and the consumer (nutrition)!

Ingredients

What are the ingredients used to make this burger?
Beyond Meat Burger

History

How long has this type of burger been available?

Steps from Farm-to-Fork

How is it produced?

Provide a detailed step-by-step explanation!

Ingredients

What are the ingredients used to make this burger?

Benefits

What are the benefits of this burger?

Think of both the farm (environment and resources needed) and the consumer (nutrition)!

Challenges

What are the challenges or drawbacks to this burger?

Think of both the farm (environment and resources needed) and the consumer (nutrition)!
Impossible Foods Burger

History

How long has this type of burger been available?

Steps from Farm-to-Fork

How is it produced?

Provide a detailed step-by-step explanation!

Ingredients

What are the ingredients used to make this burger?

Benefits

What are the benefits of this burger?

Think of both the farm (environment and resources needed) and the consumer (nutrition)!

Challenges

What are the challenges or drawbacks to this burger?

Think of both the farm (environment and resources needed) and the consumer (nutrition)!